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Control of the spontaneous emission of semiconductor materials is of great interest both from the standpoint of basic physics and of improving optoelectronic device performances. For example, efficient extraction of spontaneous emission generated in semiconductors has been proven to be a very challenging task since spontaneous emission tends to be trapped inside semiconductors owing to total internal reflection ͑TIR͒ that occurs at the semiconductor-air interface.
1,2 For a planar structure, only light in the narrow escape cone defined by the critical angle for TIR, which accounts for only a few percent of the total emission, can escape to air. 1,2 An important effect accompanying TIR is the formation of an evanescent wave, which propagates only parallel to the semiconductor surface. In the direction normal to the surface, the evanescent wave decays exponentially and is localized in air over a distance of the order of the emission wavelength. 3, 4 Up until now, the only known way of transforming an evanescent wave into a propagating wave in air is to scatter the evanescent wave with a subwavelength-sized object placed in contact with the evanescent field. [4] [5] [6] [7] Here, we report that the evanescent wave can be transformed into a wave propagating in air with a very high efficiency through a constructive coupling effect of two evanescent waves, which is achieved in a GaAs/AlGaAs quantum well ͑QWL͒ structure grown on the subwavelength-sized ridge top facet of a V-shaped substrate. An extraction efficiency of spontaneous emission exceeding 50% was obtained owing to this unique evanescent wave coupling effect.
As illustrated in Fig. 1͑a͒ , the sample used in this study is a single Al 0.3 Ga 0.7 As/ GaAs/ Al 0.3 Ga 0.7 As QWL structure, sandwiched between two higher Al-content Al 0.65 Ga 0.35 As layers ͑hereafter referred to as "Al 0.65 Ga 0.35 As confinement layers"͒, grown on a 4-m-pitched, ͓110͔-oriented, V-grooved GaAs substrate by metal organic vapor phase epitaxy. 8 In this structure, the GaAs well layer consists of three different quantum structures depending on crystal facets, that is, a thicker QWL grown on the ͑001͒ flat facet, a thinner QWL grown on the ͑111͒A sidewall facet, and a crescent-shaped quantum wire ͑QWR͒ formed at the V-groove bottom. 8, 9 The thicknesses of the ͑001͒ flat and ͑111͒A sidewall QWLs, as determined through high-resolution transmission electron microscopy ͑TEM͒, were about 4.3 and 1.7 nm, respectively. The lateral width and growth thickness of the ͑001͒ flat Al 0.3 Ga 0.7 As/ GaAs/ Al 0.3 Ga 0.7 As QWL are about 0.5 and 0.6 m, respectively, and the thickness of the Al 0.65 Ga 0.35 As confinement layers is about 0.75 m at the ridge top ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒. Figure 2͑a͒ compares the 4.5 K photoluminescence ͑PL͒ spectrum of the sample described above with that of a similar structure grown on a flat substrate. In the PL measurement of the V-grooved sample, the wavelength of a Ti:sapphire excitation laser ͑normal incidence, spot size of Ϸ65 m, and power density of Ϸ226 W / cm 2 ͒ was tuned to be longer than the ͑111͒A QWL emission wavelength ͑ϳ704 nm͒, and thus only the ͑001͒ QWL and the V-groove bottom QWR were excited selectively. The strong and the weak peaks were attributed to luminescence from the ͑001͒ QWL and the QWR, respectively. 8, 10 It is very surprising that the ͑001͒ QWL, with a surface occupation ratio of only about 12.5% ͑=0.5/ 4͒, showed an integrated PL intensity about 1.6 times stronger than that of the flat substrate sample. We would like to point out that the actual intensity ratio should be even larger since part of the incident beam is diffracted by the intersection between the ͑001͒ and the ͑111͒A facets, which will reduce the laser excitation efficiency of the V-grooved sample. It was also found that the PL intensity is very sensitive to the lateral width of the ͑001͒ facet. Figure  2͑b͒ shows the integrated PL intensity of the ͑001͒ QWL as a function of the ͑001͒ facet width W, where the PL intensities were normalized to unit ͑001͒ QWL area. For this experiment, a series of V-grooved substrates with different ͑001͒ facet width W and constant V-groove opening D were fabricated ͑the upper inset͒. As can be seen in Fig. 2͑b͒ , the integrated PL intensity drops rapidly when the ͑001͒ facet width is increased from 0.5 to about 1 m. Beyond 1 m, the PL intensity decrease becomes much slower and eventually saturates at a value about 11.7 times lower than that for the 0.5-m-wide sample. Temperature-dependent PL measurements have confirmed the internal quantum efficiencies of all these samples to be 100% at 4.5 K.
11 Thus, the above difference in PL intensity essentially reflects the difference in light extraction efficiency.
We next estimated the light extraction efficiency of the sample in Fig. 1͑b͒ by using the PL intensity ratio of this sample to the 2.2-m-wide sample. As will be discussed later, finite-difference time-domain ͑FDTD͒ simulation has confirmed that the light extraction process of the 2.2-m-wide sample is governed by the conventional TIR mechanism. Simple geometrical examination shows that at least two escape cones are developed ͓the lower inset of Fig.  2͑b͔͒ in this sample: one full escape cone on the ͑001͒ flat facet and two larger-than-half cones on the two sidewall facets. The amount of light that can be extracted from one escape cone is given by ͑1-cos c ͒ / 2, 1,2 where c is the critical angle for TIR and equals sin −1 1 / n with n being the refractive index of the material. Using a refractive index of n = 3.15 for Al 0.65 Ga 0.35 As ͑at 4.5 K and 750 nm͒, 12,13 the extraction efficiency of a single escape cone was calculated to be about 2.6%. Thus, the total light extraction efficiency of the 2.2-m-wide sample should be at least 2 ϫ 2.6% = 5.2%. Using this value and an integrated PL intensity ratio of 9.6 for these two samples, we finally obtained a light extraction efficiency for the 0.5-m-wide sample in excess of 5.2% ϫ 9.6Ϸ 50%. This is a light extraction efficiency approximately 20 times higher than that of a similar structure grown on a flat substrate.
It is well known that the spontaneous emission can be controlled by modifying the local densities of electromagnetic modes around an emitter, as demonstrated in microcavities and photonic crystals. [14] [15] [16] The great enhancement of spontaneous emission extraction efficiency observed in samples with submicron-wide ͑001͒ facets suggests the existence of strong nonuniformity in the spatial distribution of electromagnetic mode densities around the ridge top facet. To gain insight into the spatial distribution of electromagnetic mode density of samples showing high light extraction efficiency, we investigated the spatial distribution of PL intensities of the 0.5-m-wide sample by means of angleresolved PL measurements. Figure 3 shows the polar plot of the angle-resolved PL intensity measured in the direction perpendicular to the V-groove stripe at 8 K. One can see that the emission pattern is composed of several very sharp emission lobes: one strong lobe in the direction normal to the ͑001͒ facet and two weak lobes on either side, about 30°and 60°away from the strong lobe. This emission pattern is completely different from the Lambertian pattern of a flat substrate sample ͑indicated by the blue curve in Fig. 3͒ clearly indicates the existence of spatial nonuniformity in mode densities of electromagnetic waves.
Next, in order to obtain further confirmation of the existence of the localized spatial distribution of electromagnetic modes and to understand the formation mechanism involved, a theoretical calculation of the electromagnetic field around the ridge top facet was performed using the FDTD method. In the simulation, a point source from an electric dipole oriented in the in-plane direction, 17 in the form of a short pulse, was placed in the center of the ͑001͒ QWL. Shown in Fig. 4 is a series of calculated images demonstrating the evolution of electromagnetic field with time. When the uniform wave from the point source ͑red dots͒ arrives at the ridge-air interface, two electromagnetic modes spatially localized at the interface, indicated by the white bars in Fig. 4͑a͒ , appear on the two ͑111͒A facets. These two localized modes were attributed to the evanescent waves induced by TIR since they exhibited all the characteristic features of an evanescent wave: ͑i͒ they moved only along the ͑111͒A facet surface toward the center of the ridge top and did not propagate in air ͓Figs. 4͑a͒ and 4͑b͔͒; ͑ii͒ they were strongly localized in a region much narrower than the emission wavelength in the direction normal to the ͑111͒A facets and; ͑iii͒ they always started to appear at a position on the ͑111͒A facets that forms an angle of incidence with the ͑111͒A facets with respect to the point source comparable to the critical angle for TIR ͑ϳ18.5°͒. The two evanescent waves couple together when they meet at the ridge top and are transformed into light propagating in air in the direction normal to the ͑001͒ facet ͓Figs. 4͑c͒-4͑e͔͒. We note that the diffraction effect at the intersection between the ͑001͒ and the ͑111͒A facets presumably plays an important role in the above coupling process by changing the wave vectors of the two evanescent waves to promote their coupling. At 25.55 fs ͓Fig. 4͑e͔͒, when most of the light has escaped the sample, we can clearly observe three spatially localized emission lobes: one strong lobe in the normal direction of the ͑001͒ facet and two weak lateral lobes about 40°from the strong lobe, which is in good agreement with the angle-resolved PL data. These results clearly demonstrate a great enhancement in the density of electromagnetic modes around the ridge top in the direction normal to the ͑001͒ facet due to the coupling of evanescent waves. The experimentally observed high spontaneous emission extraction efficiency can thus be explained by the efficient coupling of electronic excitations of the ͑001͒ QWL into these spatially localized electromagnetic modes. When the ridge top width is increased beyond the emission wavelength, the two localized modes can no longer couple with each other and we revert to the uniform distribution regime of a flat sample.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the ultrahigh spontaneous emission extraction efficiencies from GaAs/AlGaAs QWLs grown on the subwavelength-sized ridge top facet of a V-grooved substrate due to a constructive coupling effect of evanescent waves generated on different facets by TIR. We believe that our results have the potential to not only greatly impact the field of nanophotonics, but also to lead to significant improvements in the performance of various optoelectronic devices, in particular, light extraction efficiencies of light-emitting diodes. 
